Case Study
HyTrust helps CoSentry
automate and streamline
compliance with
tightening regulations
Industry
–– Technology enterprise
Objective
–– Enable CoSentry’s customers to reduce
audit risks and costs
–– Ensure a secure Compliance Regulated
Environment (CRE)
–– Secure the entire virtual infrastructure with
robust controls
–– Enforce access rules for each function
–– Secure hypervisor configurations
–– Increase visibility via audit-quality logging
and reporting
Approach
–– Implement HyTrust Appliance to verify that
hypervisor configuration conforms to new

PCI-DSS and other regulatory configuration
templates
–– Enable proactive and comprehensive
monitoring, alerting, troubleshooting, and
forensic analysis
–– Automate the assessment and remediation
of host configuration
–– Manage and log superuser access on
the hypervisor via secure checkout and
automatic password rotation
Technology improvements
–– Gained ability to verify the trust of the
hardware layer via Intel Trusted Execution
Technology (TXT)
–– Acquired granular, user-specific auditquality logging for compliance purposes

–– HyTrust Appliance records both allowed
and disallowed change requests – for
dramatically improved security
–– Made progress toward virtualizing entire
PCI-compliant infrastructure
–– Gained substantially better administrative
control and policy enforcement capabilities
Project outcomes
–– Saved costs and employee time by
streamlining PCI-DSS compliance activities
–– Acquired ability to undergo audits with
greater assurance and accuracy
–– Improved overall security and access
verification

CoSentry’s co-location solution for clients seeking to meet PCI, NIST,
HIPAA, SAS 70 and other regulations demanded that it implement a
secure, cost-effective Compliance Regulated Environment (CRE) with
audit-quality functionality. A mission of “always on, always connected, all
day, every day.”
A mission of “always on, always connected, all day, every day”
Founded in 2000 and currently the region’s most robust and advanced N+1 multi-carrier
Internet provider, CoSentry is dedicated to providing a resilient, always-on business
environment. The company provides the services and technology that companies need
in order to act quickly and maintain a productive enterprise at all times. CoSentry drives
its business resiliency differentiator by leveraging cloud and virtualized infrastructures for
its customers – offering a unique compliant co-location solution for clients meeting PCI,
NIST, HIPAA, SAS 70, and other mandates.
CoSentry’s business continuity and resiliency solutions have been thoroughly proven by
clients, their customers and auditors, and the company’s NOC works 24/7 to monitor
infrastructure systems. CoSentry has been acknowledged by global leaders such as HP,
IBM and SunGard as a premier regional service provider.
The company continuously funnels significant development funds into best practice
methodologies. By listening closely to its clients, CoSentry has developed innovative,
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“HyTrust is security done right. Deployment in virtual
environments is very simple, time-to-value is fast and
easy, and the under-the-cover controls are flexible and
feature rich, with a lot of capabilities to customize.”
Dustin Schnabel
Senior Engineer, CoSentry

reliable and cost-effective services to meet changing business
requirements. The company has also invested over $40M in
new infrastructure to support clients and their customers. The
result has been a 40 percent compound annual growth rate
over the past decade. Inc. Magazine has recognized CoSentry
as one of its fastest- growing businesses for two years running.
CoSentry proprietary operations support system,
SolutionsDesk™, automates processes and ensures
responsiveness and reliability in providing help desk, network
management, SLA management and flexible trouble ticketing
services to customers at a cost-efficient rate that surpasses its
competition.
Around the clock and around the globe, CoSentry helps
companies handle the unrelenting challenges of power outages,
network failures, disasters, and overheated data centers, lacing
resiliency into all elements of their operation.

The challenge: Automate and assure strict regulatory
compliance
The task of regulatory compliance is fairly straightforward in the
physical environment; however, in virtual environments, the
task takes on a different nature. CoSentry chose to engage with
HyTrust to fulfill the following objectives:
– Ensure CoSentry customers that their Compliance Regulated
Environment (CRE) is secure
– Offer a CRE that conforms to multiple regulatory standards
and allows CoSentry customers to reduce audit scope and
associated costs and risks
– Enforce Role-Based Access controls per job function and
ensure the integrity of the hypervisors’ security configuration
– Increase visibility with audit-quality logging and reporting
functionality
– Secure the entire virtual infrastructure with robust controls
such as Root Password Vaulting, administrative change
requests, and more

Why HyTrust: The industry’s most advanced virtualization
security solution
Because CoSentry drives not only its own business, but also
its customers’ businesses, it is critical to know what the key

workloads are, where they are, and who can and cannot
change them.
CoSentry employs converged infrastructure with VCE
and Vblock around certified storage, virtualization, and
management. HyTrust’s offering of the industry’s most
recommended virtualization security solution was a major
influence on CoSentry’s choice of HyTrust.
HyTrust along with VMware constitute a complete virtualization
security and compliance solution. With CoSentry driving a
large portion of its business from the cloud, it is critical to use
extra-strength precautions against attack and human error.
By enforcing policies on the control plane of a VMware-based
virtual infrastructure HyTrust provides the visibility and
governance required for security concerns and compliance
mandates. Because administrators of virtual infrastructures
have unprecedented power at their fingertips, HyTrust
ensures trust by enforcing the checking and monitoring of that
administrative power.

Tightening regulatory guidelines drive urgency
HyTrust’s robust functionality focused on securing the
hypervisor, logging administrative access and change, and
policy based control’s have become a “must have” in January
2012, when the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard
(PCI-DSS) 2.0 guidelines extended compliance regulations to
virtualized environments.
CoSentry’s previous virtualization provider didn’t have the
fine-grained controls that covered what one can and cannot
touch in the virtual environment – a capability that CoSentry
saw as critical.

A proven solution architecture supports compliance and
visibility
For CoSentry, the HyTrust Appliance served as an important
solution for addressing and solving compliance issues.
Providing a secure gateway for access to the virtual
infrastructure, the HyTrust Appliance supports all available
access methods and protocols, including vSphere Client, Web
client, and SSH.
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HyTrust also delivers a straightforward solution for enforcing
policy across the virtual infrastructure. The solution provides
records of all access to the virtual infrastructure in a log-form
that is:
–
–
–
–

CoSentry team are now working on,” said Dustin Schnabel,
Senior Engineer, CoSentry. “HyTrust’s product strategy of
focusing on securing the virtual environment is smart – and
it’s really where businesses like ours heading to the cloud
have significant concern.”

Granular
User-specific
Human-readable
Audit-quality

Founded by cloud, virtualization, and security leaders,
HyTrust focuses on ameliorating compliance concerns,
while at the same time safeguarding its customers’
brands, intellectual property, and data by governing and
securing their virtual cloud infrastructures and enabling
comprehensive visibility. CoSentry’s experience with
the HyTrust team and product is proof that HyTrust is
succeeding in this mission.

In addition to maintaining records, the HyTrust
Appliance enables comprehensive monitoring, alerting,
troubleshooting, and forensic analysis. The HyTrust
Appliance can also analyze the hypervisor configuration
and ensure that it maps to the stringent templates required
by PCI-DSS. The solution can assess and remediate the
configuration as needed.

Learn more about HyTrust at www.hytrust.com or call us at
844-681-8100.

“We’re excited by the success of CoSentry’s implementation.
What’s next is to run the HyTrust HTA through a VMware
vCloud Director (VCD) environment, which HyTrust and our
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